
THE FUTURE OF 
HOME 
MUSIC & SOUND
Introducing the iFi audio ZEN air range



DON’T JUST HEAR IT - FEEL IT

Music-lovers are transported to the recording studio 

Gamers get closer to the action 

TV & film fans become part of the story

Built with award-winning audio technology, iFi ZEN air transforms the sound quality of speakers and 
headphones giving consumers a more immersive and powerful listening experience.

With iFi ZEN air …



Your Customer & 
Have One Thing In 
Common…

A PASSION FOR 
SOUND
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Worth US$20bn globally, the home audio 
sector has almost doubled since 2016.

And headphone sales are 
up 50% since 2013.



Music and audio are integral to your customers’ lives

They use it to relax, to focus and to be part of global communities

What they don’t know yet is that, with a single piece of easy-to-install, affordable tech, they can 
turbocharge their listening experiences to unimaginable levels

That’s why we’re on a mission to combine your customers’ passion for music and sound with our 
technology and introduce them to iFi’s ZEN air range

MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER 
WITH YOU...



BETTER SOUND IN EVERY ROOM

The iFi ZEN air range enhances the sound quality of

HEADSETS SPEAKERS TVS & 
SOUNDBARS



AUDIOPHILES HAVE BEEN GEEKING OUT 
ABOUT SOUND FOR YEARS. NOW IT’S YOUR 
TURN…
Thanks to the iFi ZEN air range, everyone can enjoy the purest music 
and cleanest sound.

We’re enthusiasts as well as manufacturers. We only use the finest 
components and award-winning technologies to create outstanding, 
fulfilling sound.

iFi audio gives your music and audio the upgrade it deserves.





MORE SOUND FOR YOUR POUND



LISTEN LIKE 
YOU’VE 
NEVER 
LISTENED 
BEFORE



OUR PRODUCTS WORK PARTICULARLY 
WELL WITH A GOOD WIRED 
HEADPHONES ($150+ COST)

Wired headphones generally deliver better sound for the money versus wireless 
headphones, but many new smartphones do not include a headphone jack—and 
ALL audiophile-oriented wired headphones require more power to drive them to 
satisfying volume levels than mobile devices and computers allow. 

That’s where we come in. 

By connecting our headphone amp to the audio device’s digital output (Bluetooth 
or cable), the issue of not being able to plug your headphones into said device or 
being able to ramp up the volume are solved. 



HOW IT WORKS

Use volume control on ZEN air DAC amplifier for ease.

Listen to 

your music via your favourite app



STREAMING MUSIC 
WITH BLUETOOTH

Volume control can be via smart device , but for better 
access use large volume knob on Zen AIR CAN 
headphone amp.

Zen Air CAN has additional 3.5mm input on rear for 
selecting another source such as Amazon echo dot

Cable not 
supplied



THE KING OF SET UPS
Combine all three for the ultimate home 
digital sound set-up for minimal cost



LET’S GET 
TECHNICAL
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MUSIC THE WAY THE ARTIST INTENDED 
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WHAT THE YOUTUBE EXPERTS SAY 

Darko Audio (232K subscribers) 
describes the iFi ZEN DAC as:

‘BIG on beginner-bang-for-buck.’

And says the iFi ZEN DAC provides 
a ‘more substantial, more 
impactful sound,’ than more 
expensive counterparts when 
used with headphones.
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BLUETOOTH NEVER SOUNDED SO GOOD
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WHAT THE YOUTUBE EXPERTS SAY 

The Audiophile Man (27.4K 
subscribers) says: 

‘I don’t think I’d ever heard 
Bluetooth sound this good before.’

And…

‘I was basically stunned, the 
quality was magnificent for a 
Bluetooth stream.’
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BLUETOOTH NEVER SOUNDED SO GOOD
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WHAT THE YOUTUBE EXPERTS SAY 

Geeknoids (159K subscribers) 
says:

‘This is a fantastic piece of kit 
packed, full or really great 
technology. It allows you to really 
immerse yourself in the audio 
you’re listening to. It really is a 
very special device.’

Plus…

“It gives you a more immersive –
almost like 3D – sensation.’

‘I think you will be very, very 
impressed.’



DOES YOUR 
CUSTOMER 
LOVE VINYL?



EMBRACING THE VINYL REVIVAL

Vinyl has always been a big part of life at iFi 
audio - and it’s making a comeback on the High 
Street too.

Last year UK music-lovers snapped up 5.3m 
vinyl albums (+10.6%) worth sales of 
£135.6million (+23.2% year-on-year).

So, if your customer has a turntable, we even 
have an option to elevate their sound too.

Here is the ZEN air Phono.

Cable not 
supplied
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LOVE YOUR MUSIC MORE
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WHAT THE YOUTUBE EXPERTS SAY 

The Vinyl Attack (17.9K 
subscribers) says: 

‘iFi have clearly focused their 
attention on the competitors on 
this price range and have come 
out swinging. They’ve added 
features not usually found at this 
level.’ 

And…

‘This is the best sounding 
performer I’ve heard near this 
price range.'



THANK YOU


